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l2
«, Slovenskej republiky a «ý  À
× āÀ
æ  ǡǡÀǡ
 ʹͲ   « Àǡ ý   ï Ǥ ý À 
æ  æÀ    ǡ ā  ǡ      ǡ
     ï« ë æ æëǤ  ®
ýǡ±ǡā®Øǡý ǡ
   ,ǡ   À ǡ ±  ï
 æý  āǡnā±Í±ǡ
Ø±«Í±Ǥæ±ǡýæÀ
ý  ± ā  Ǥ À    ā  Í «
ýǤýØ Ǥ«ʹͲæ 
ë   «ý  Ǥ æÀ ¡«æÀ  æ 
a ï À    Í À Íǡ À ǡ ā 
ǡ±À  ÍǤ
  æ   ¡ǡ    « ā 
 ±ýǤ«ýÌë±À± 
z ý±  «±  «ý   Àǡ  À
æ s ý  ë  ǡ À
 ï  e ±ǡ«ý æØǤ
/æýaë
 Ǥæëǡ ýǡæë
À ǡͳͷý ʹͲ«±ǡý
 À  «ý   À      æǤ ā 
āë ±ǡ®ï ýý
«±±« ý  ÍǤÀǡ
āýÒÀāëǡjæÍæ  ±ï
 ǡ ā ā ý  ÍÀ  Í Øā±ǡ ± ï  æ
 «ÀǡÀ æ  ï
  ǡ     Ǥ Íý   À æ
   Àý    × ï  eroatlantickej aliancie. No a
®  «±  ǡ    ïǡ dë   
«ǡï  ±æØï 
 ý «ý À«ǡ«
ï  ÀǤ  ǡ æ À      À
×p ï     ǡ  À   Ǥ æ āÀ
«  ý      æ  æ  v a tak isto
ÀoÀǡ± æǤ
  ǡ  æ  ā ëǡ ā  « ā
À    æ æǡ  ± Øā ë æ  om
Ǥ  «ā«ÀǡāÀ
     ý   ý  ǡ À ï
3
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ý± À ý æï Ǥǡ 
æǡ  ǡ æ e««ǡ  «ǡ   ®æǡ ï  
     ý Ǥ  ǡ ā  æ
±«Àæ
impresie z prejdenej ë« Ǥ
  ǡ Øāæ ǡ ā ï    ý   
   Øā  ëë æ  « æ Ǥ ±  ǡ « 
dosiahli, dnes povaāā±ïǡāØ ±ǤÍ
«ïë ǡ«    «
Ǥs «āæ×ïǤ
Pred 20 rokmi sme s okolkoý «ý   ǡ æ «
ÍǤ«ïǤʹͲ
  «       ý     ×    
   ý Àǡ ±  aæ   ± Ǥ
   Í «   À   ×     
«ý ǤʹͲÀ×Ǥ
  ë ý  áæë  «ï   ×   e.
          oÍ
«Ǥ    æ    ʹͲ    
    Ǥ   ® æ «    ï ææ
 «ý   ÀǤ ØÀ        À
 eý ǡ×ï  Ǥ 
®  ý    Ǥ   
 À À ï ï  æÀ  
À±×ý Àë Ǥ
ë       À      Ǥ 
  ʹͲͲ͵æāë
« À ýæ æëǤ      ͶͲͲ 
   Ͳ×«Ǥ
  æ    ëǡ ā æ ± ǷvÍ±ǲ « ±
ï  Ǥ    ëǡ ā ï  ± ÀǤ Í  
ïë  ±Ǥ  ±ǡ À ×  ǡ ā «À  
× ï ëǡ ×p ï    Íïǡ   ā 
 ǡ ǡāāÀǡØāæǤ
À   ë  ǡ ë ǡ ā × ïǡ 
ïÀ Ǥ×ïǡǤ ×
ïǤ×ïÍï«Ǥ ×ï
«        Ǥ e  æÀ
æÀëæ×ïëǡÀ Ò
æëǤ ×ǤÍ«Ǥ
ʹͲͳ  ë × ï  ï ï ǡ  
«±     Í± À Ǥ  ±ǡ   
ææÀ     × ï   ʹͲ    ʹͷ  
e×ïǤæͷ
 ǤæØāëë«ÍÍý 
ǤØāë«Ò×ǡØāë ā±
 ± «ǡ  ± ±  ± ǡ ± ï
4
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¡«æÀ «  ý  Ǥ  oë   Íý
ǡ  À   pridanou hodnotou, no±  ×ǡ  ǡ
   æ   «ý  ÀǤ   drom novej
  ǡïāÀëǤǡ  
æ«ǡ«ëÒÀǤ
æ   ±    æý    Àǡ ý À   ʹͳǤ «Àǡ   ā
 «ÀǤ «À  « Ǥ   ï 
ïǤeÀsmart defence. PÀ pooling & sharing, preto
budujeme bojoïææǡā« 
æ± ïï×Ǥæ±ǡ ï±ǡ
ý ±ï ā±Ǥ ï Ǥ  
  Àë  ïǡ   æ ý À    «  
āǡ ǡ ǡ o ǡ āÀǡ À    
«Ǥ    ǡ    ï ý ±   
« × āÀǡ«ā  ǡ
 «Àǡ Í
 × ÀǤæÌÒ®æï
À æ ǡ   À ± ý « itiky Slovenskej
republiky.
ý ý ǡǡØāïëo æïǡ
  Øāæ  æ ǡ  ï  āǡ   «
«À  Ǥ ëǡ
æ    ǡ   « Ø Ø  «   slom
æ ǣǡ«Ǥæ Àǡ
Øā ë æ   ë Ǥ    « ë « āæǡ
ne æë æ æ  ā  āÀë  ±  ×ǡ
æë ǡÍëëææ «Ǥ
  ǡ ®    ý ʹͲ ǡ   ǡ ā  ā  
ïæýÀǤ ý Í± ïǡÍ
regio  Í æ Í 
Ǥǡāæï «ëæ Ǥæǡ nielen
ǡïïæý«ÍÀ ǡÍeǡ
āǡ«ýǤæÀ«ÀǤ~ ï ǡ ǡ
   oý  ýǤ  À         
a æ«āïÀ Ǥï«ë
ý æaý ÍǤæÀ ýëāëÀý 
ïÀ  āë Àeāǡ ± ýï  æ «  × ïǡ
v       ®læÀ  ý    Ǥ  À
 ǡ  ý  ǡ lnyc ý æ±    
À æ±ǡāæ ÀÀ
ë   Ò À À     
 ±Ǥ ǡæïæýÀ«ëǤ
  ǡ Í    À ®ë   ý  
a ý  ë       æ  Ǥ
/æëæÀÀïǤ
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  ǣʹͲ~
ȋ  Ȍ

Al,A ǣ
«
ý Í ± «  ý Í ×
ï Bosne a Hercegovine (2007 Ȃ ʹͲͲͻȌǡýýÍ× ïziu
× ā  æ «ë ȋʹͲͳͲ-ʹͲͳʹȌǡ   Slovenskej
republiky a  «ý   À  ×  āÀ  
ȋï«ëȌ
æ
g À  ȋͳͻͻͻ-ʹͲͲͷȌǡ ý    À 
ǡï   Afganistane - ȋï«ëȌ
Eduard Kukan
ý    À    ȋͳͻͻͻ-2000), predseda
ýǡ  ïāͶͺǤ±ā
ȋͳͻͻͶȌǡ ×ȋï«ëȌ
Peter Tomka
±ï
æe««
× ×ïæ ë
 «
À  À ǡ ý Í  À
ǡï À  
ǣ
Peter Stano
 læ ï
  À  ± ny existencie samostatnej Slovenskej republiky Ȃ
ͷǤͷͿͿȂ  āÀǫ
Eduard Kukan: Ja som v «Ø« New
Yorku a   Ò À   ï ǡ ā ± 
āÀ««,  
  Ǥ æÀ   «ý   À  «À  
ǡāæ Í ïë  ëǡ
  Í    Ǥ    ā   
rodinnom kruhu doma a namiesto toho sme boli v  ǡ    ï«
s «ý Ǥ       ā æ     amostatnej budovy
Í Ǥ ïØāïëæ
moment, a  ®   æÀ  «ý   À  Òā
v    Ø  «     Àsti
6
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 À    ÀǤ   Í ǡ  
 ý ǡ    Í   āÀÀ ýý   
symbolov a ǡ ā  ā « ǡā 
sa v ï æ  ǡ ® æ «À  «   ȋýï
«ï Ȍǡ « Ø  ±  Ǥ   æ
±Ǥ
æǣ V Àïæ±ǡā 
ͳͻͻʹ    «ý   À  Prahe a  ͳǤ  ͳͻͻ͵ 
« Øë   ï        ~Ǥ   À  ā
« ǡ    ā     j republiky pri
ý      ~ǡ   æ  Ǥ  Ò 
«    ý  À ý± ïǡ ± ǡ
««   À Àǡ æ    «ý   Àǡ
a ± ±æ Í±āǡ±   ï
s À «      ± À  æǤ  
æë ¡    ï  æ  ý  ï
a ā À   ý    Ǥ À    ±
  À   ï   æ Ȃ Slovenska a , Ȃ ā
v   ͳͻͻʹǤ     ë  Ø ± Ȃ À
 «   æÀ āǡ ®ā  «À  «
hovorilo nie o ǷÀǲ ,   À ǡ   ǷÀ
  ± ,Ǥǲā
 ý  ëǡ ±   ï æë Ȃ À 
®ǡ ý ± «ÀǤý
Slovenskej republiky a À± «      À 
   «± ë«ǡ  Ò  ï«ë ±  
   ±   ±Ǥ   Øā ëǡ ā    
áæýïæǡ®ā ā
æï Ǥ
Peter Tomka: Ja som Ø  «ý  Ò  «   
    «       ǡ «
s  Ǥ   æ   À   æǡ ,
republiky a Slovenskej republiky do OSN, spolu s     æǡ
Àý æÀ ±ǡ  À ¡ Í  Ǥ  ý
 ýÒǡ
ͳͳǤ«ý  Àǡý
ë ® Í sporu o «ÀǤͳͻǤ ͳͻͻ͵ǡ®
kolegovia v   « ï     ý  ǡ
som teda sedel v Bruseli, kde sme rokovali s Í × 
a æÀ æ À ®     «À Ȃ
Ǥ  « æǡ   ï«
Ƿǲ   Ȃ  ï     ǡ  Ò   ï 
  ǡ    ë   āÀ 
± ï    ý  Ǥ   ǡ
®ïǡæÀæ«ý  ÀÒā¡ë
New Yorku.

7
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æ e««ǣ V «      ý   
   ,      Ǥ ®
 À   À ,ǡ   æ ý 
« Í     Ǥ    æ 
  ïǡ   ǣ Ƿ ï     ë  ͷǤ 
ͷͿͿǫǡ,- ÀāǤ̶ýāÒ
ǡæ®æØǤÀ
ǡā ý ë ïëÀā
 ïÍǣ ͶͲ-Òý  ý ï«ͶͲ-Òý ý 
mrazov... Budov «± Í      À
     v  ï  À   ï±
«  ý  «ý ǡ ®    
Àï« ǤýāÒ æǷāÀǲ
æ ā «ý¡ë āýǤ
 «ǣ V «À
«   Mexiku. S «ý ý±
ë «± «±ǡ±
ā  æǤͳǤͳͻͻ͵ë
diplomatickej misie, v ktorej bolo   ±  «±
Í Ǥ     Ȃ v  « ā «ï Ȃ  ï   Prahy
  ǡ À    ý  Ò  « ǡ    
ǡ  ï « Íëǡ ®ā ǡ  Íǡ  ý  Ò  æ Ǥ
  æ ï  ǡ ā « À  Í
«ý ǡ   «        «   Ǥ
 æ āë  ë   «  Ílanectve novovzniknutej
   À  ï ý  æ Ǥ  Mexiku, ako aj
v ý  ý   ǡ  ,   ,  ich
Í  æ    Ƿ, ǲǤ    Í ïia
 Íǡ «   «   æ ǡ À Í   āï  «  
ëǤ  ý  ý  «     
 æïïïÒǡ«Øāāë
ý«ý ï Ǥ
«: Ò,Í  Moskve.
,       Í ǡ ā  ë
ëā Ǥā«ëā ý 
 Àǡ À   ë Í  «À ± Í ǡ
ë ï æ Ǥ   æ ͵ͳǤ   ͳͻͻʹ æ  
ïë×ïǡý Bratislavy po
pilǤï  Ȃ æ ÀÀ Ȃ spolu
a o    ± «  « æ  ǡ  
ï    Í «À ǷÍ ǲǤ
To kontrastovalo s À«ý ǡÀǡāǡ
 À± ǷÍ  ,   À ǲ  troch
 ǡǷ ÀǲǤ

8
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 ï ï«ǫ ā
 æï ǡ   æ  ǫ ,  ǡ Í ǡ ¡«æ
ýï ǫ
æ e««ǣ ë        ǡ ā 
 À ë ± Ǥ Àǡ ®     À
Í   ÒÀ  ÒÀ ×ǡ  ®   «ë
ǡ«ā 
æǤ
 æ:             ëǤ
    æ ëǡ ā ë      
æÍȂ ï±ǤÀǡā
ýæÍ  ë   ǡ  ææ     
ýæÍëýǡ ýæǤ
 «ǣ ý  ï      ǡ   æ
  Àā «ǡ  æ   ā « ā ǡ « æ
« « æ  ïǤ    Øā±ǡ    À
a Àāý À āǤ
Eduard Kukan: æ         æý ý
 Ǥ   ¡«æ ý  ï« ā ǡ   
ë       ǡ « ā  ǡ   × ïǡ
a ÒÀë±ý± ý ë Ǥ
Peter Tomka:       ïǡ ǡ «
Øý   Àǡ 
Sý  ǡ    Ø × ïǤ  ï ý 
 āǡÀë±ïǣë
   Ȃ   ± Ȃ v «Àǡ ë
ïýØǡ 
 À  Íý ǡ   ë   ý «
v «ÀȂ Àǡā ïǤ
 «ǣ        ā  ͳǤ 
ͳͻͻ͵ǡ ā  Ȃ a Í ïæý  ǡ À  À « ā 
À «  svetovej diplomacie Ȃ    ýǤ ā
v «     ā  « ǷÀ ǲ 
 ǡ  ï  ý     ā
ëǤ  Øā   « æý  ʹͲ ǡ ®
  āýïæý ýǤ
Í ý ǡ ØāæÀ āǡ
æ    Øë Àǡ    ë  ā ï
 Ǥ

9
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± ¡«æ   ï       ý 
rokoch svojej existencie?
Eduard Kukan: ǡ ā    ý    «ǡ  ā   æë
±   ± ǡ  ý  Øā   ā  ëǡ
a «±±Ǥ«« ± Ȃ «
ÍØā±Ȃ ā ± «Ǥ
 «ǣ V ý       Ø   
«  ¡ æ  ǡ ® À  «
  Ƿýëǲ   ýë  ± ǡ ý   ïæë  ±
æǤæ ±« ±ǡïæ
 āÍā±Ǥ
 æǣ      ǡ ý ý   ï æǤ
À¡ë ʹͲǤ«ë ±ǡā  
ï ± ý    Ø  ǡ ±    
æëȂ a æ æëæǤ±æ
± ýý ǡ āǤ
Peter Tomka: ý  ¡ë ā æë  Ø    
 ëāý ǡ «  ±  ï    ǡ ¡
¡ý ë  æÀ    Ǥ   mnohý 
À æïæ Øý  ÀǤ
®  À   ͳͻͻ  āë ë   
±ā ý ǡ Ø   ý 
Ø ǡā ǡǤ®
   ï ÀÍǡ   ýāÒ       ï
funkciu.
 «ǣ     À    ý   
     « ë  ǡ æ āë 
 ǡ   ë Í « ÍÀ Ø  À Àǡ ± 
±  ý Ǥ ǡ  ± ǡ ±  ā
ak ±  ǡ  æ   Ǥ ï ý «  
    Í     Àǡ   ý   À 
ë Àæ ÍǤ  Í Øā±ǡ   ǡ ý    ǡ 
vyāÀýÀǤ
, ā  æ    ǫ  « «À 
¡«æÀ ǫ
 «ǣ  ¡«æ À ý    ā
ā¡ǡāïë Ø ×ïǡ  
ǡ  ā          ± ǡ
Íï   ×ï Ǥ®æ
āë    æ  × ïǡ   ë   ± ýæÍǡ
a Íýýý ýā
10
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Ǥ ®   ï ý À     æ 
   ý  ×Ǥ  ®æ À ý 
d  ā ā ā ǡ ā   Àæ Íǡ    «
ǡ  ā    ï ā  ā   ǡ ëā
« ý ïǤ
Eduard Kukan: Àǡ ā ý      ǡ ā  Àý 
    ā  æ   ëǤ    À ǡ ®
«À ×ï Øǡā±æǡ
ïëǤëǡā®ý
   ýæï ïæȂ napr. parlament musel
ëǡ±ÀëāØï À
lǤ ý ǡ ā À±     ×
komisia ako succes story.
 À ï     ý   procese
 «æǫ
æ e««ǣ V ï«  Ø æ    × ï ā
 ï    Í ï  À  Ǥ ǡ ǡ
   Í   À ý  Àǡ «
Í  ±  À     lǤ Ø
je pre diplo  Í Øā± ë À     ý
parlamentmi a ë  ǡ±ïï×ïǤ 
āØā±ǡÀÀ  l «ý æ À±
ýæï Àl ǡā  «
 ëǤ À  ý ǡ
  ×      ëǤ Ò 
Àǡ ā  ā      ë ý  À  ×
ïǡ      ë  À    × ï  
ïǡÀ  À Ǥ
 æǣ   ±ǡ ā   ï ± onsenzu v «
«   ý    ýǡ ā   Øā
ë  ±æ  À  æ  Ǥ
A     Øā ï ǡ  Ø ý   
ï ý  Øā Í æëǡ À  podobe
«±   « Ǥ    æ  ëǡ ā
diskusie o ý  ý  « ý    ýï  parlamente
  ā Í  ±  ±ǡ « Øā « ë À
  «  ë   « Ø    
ÀǤ
 «ǣ     ǡ ý    
āÀë  ǡ    ï«  «  ÒǤ ý   À
      æ    ý 
ā  ïý ǡ ýý ±ǡ  « ±
ǡ À ï ± sti o À æǡ      ǡ
11
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a À  ý  æï À ï æë ± ±  ± « À 
Ǥ  ±ǡ    Íǡ À ï  À  ý  ×  ë
±   āë  æ ± Ǥ ý 
   ā  ǡ ā    Øā ë ë  ǡ ±  
«ÀØāë «ý À ëǡ«Àæï
±ā Ǥ
Eduard Kukan: Do  « ëïý 
« ǡ ā ǡā  ý ā ǡ
aj v ý ý   ǡý ÍÀïǡï«ýæ
a Øā  À ë   æ  Ǥ ±
āëýǷǲý «
ǡ  āÀëǤ
Peter Tomka:       Øāý ǡ   
āë ±ǡ ïï ±
±ǡā Àǡ±ïǤ
 À ï  À   ǡ   kontexte existencie
×āæ«ëǫ
æ e««ǣ Í   ï × ā  æ «ëǡ  
æ ë«ý«ǡý±
miesto, a ëahu k ý «ý æǡ±ǡ
   ï  Ƿ× ǲ ÀëǤ   ×
ā  æ «ë  ï«ǡ ǡ ā   ï ë
ý  æǡ  ±      «  « 
Ƿ ǲ Ǥ       «ý   Àǡ
ý  ï×ā æ«ëǡïæ±ǡ
āïÍǡ® Àëý 
ææÀ  À  ǡ       Íïǡ ® ® ā ï  ë 
×ï   āï ýëǤ 
ï   æ  d   ý  «ý  æǡ   
Íý  ïý   Øā ā  «ý « Í ëǤ  
ýï ǡāÀ ýæÀ lǤ ï
  æÀ ë «ý   ý   
 ā×ïǡ ï«ë±ǡ
 À««  ¡ë  āǡ
«À      ±  ǡ   × ā 
æ«ëǤ
æǣ V ï ØÀ×āæ«ë ®æÀ
ýï ǡ®æææï ǡØā±āǡ
aby sa podarilo āëǡ ý  ×ïØāëǤ 
o to, ×āæ«ë « 
 ǡ ± ï   æý  «ý  æǤ ā   æïǡ
×āæ«ëǡā æë
Ø āëë ǡ«±
12
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À ë ā ï  ï  postojmi a ā ý  «ý 
æǤ Òëǡā×āæ«ëÀ
  ý   ý  āǡ  ±    ï  ā
 Ǥ
 «ǣ Í   × ā  æ «ëǡ 
z podstaý ý  «ëǡā ®  āëë
ïÀ  æ   v  ǡ       ë Ȃ hlavne
z «ý  Ø Ȃ ý  Ǥ  ï  ā  
æǡ ā     × ā  æ «ë  ý
  ý  «ý  æ ë   ±   æ ±
 ǡ «   æ  ï ā  æÀ À  ý
 Ǥ Í  Íï«ý ý ï     × ā
 æ «ë  Í Øā±ǡ  À   āë Àë
 ë     ëǡ  ï × æïǤ Ò  æ
Øā±ǡ  ï  āǡ
 À    ¡ë      svojimi
ý ïë Ǥ Øā± toho
Øǡ      ǡ ā    ï«ë × macie, a ï«
 ×      ǡ ā   «ý æǡ  nielen
æï Bruseli.
Eduard Kukan: V × ÍÀæï×ā
æ«ëØÒ¡ïāǡ±«±
 ±  ǡ ā   ï ë «± ïǤ ,± æ ï
āāë×āæ«ë«ǡ®
v   ï ë    ÍÀǤ ~Íǡ ï ā    ëǡ
ā ā  æ    ×  æǡ Í ±
āëÀÀæÀ  æÀǤ±æ«Àǡ
ā   Í À ǡ ®ā   ±ǡ   ë ý 
Ƿ æÀ ǲ  ǷæÀ ǲǤ ×  æ     æ
ëǡāæ ëǤ
 «ǣ  Í Øā± «ë ¡ ǡ  × ā pre
æ «ë  « À  Í «ý  æǤ  ā 
ë    «ý  æ Ƿ ëǲǡ    ëā ï Àë
ǷǲǤ
 À  ā  ï«      ï v
 ý æï  ǫ
æe««ǣ V  × Í æ
ā  ý « ā    ×     ææÀ ā āǤ  
±  À ǡ   Àǡ  À   ǡ  ā
ý   ÀØëǤ À
materskej dovolenke, pomoc pri «Àæý À ý 
 Àǡ ± āÒï ā ë ± nosti s ý «ý 
  ïǤ  ý     ā  ±ǡ  
13
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Øā±Ǥǡ  ØÀæǡ
®ï ï±āǤ ïÀý
×ï òǡǡ®æë «Àǡ
ǡï Ƿïāǲǡ
  Í Ǥ
æǣ ǡā  ïǡāïā
āæǡ ā āǤ    ¡   æ ǡ   Ƿýǲ 
k ā ý æ  ý ï À  À  āǤ 
± æ À À  Ǥ ®  À±ǡ ā     
 Í āǡ       ý  ï     Ǥ Í 
o ï«ïāǡǡāýā āȂ
¡ ®ǡāý ë  
  «   āǤ  «ë  æ Ø ý   Øǡ Ǥ
ǷØǲ ý ǡý  ±æ±ï   
posty. Celkovo ale v æï     ā  æ± ï
āȂ diplomatiek, a     ǤÀ«ØØ
    «ý   À      æ À«.
V ï    ï ā  ë    ǡ ǡ
æ ææ Ȃ k «   À ë  æ  ï ā 
×āæ«ëǤ
 «ǣ æý  Øā±ǡ   ± æ ± Ȃ tie
À±ǡÍ±ǡ ā«āëë ï
  ëǤ  ā À  Àǡ ā    Àë  ×ǡ
±ïïǤ
Peter Tomka: ý ï ǡ ý ØÀ  ǡ ý  ͷͲ 
nemal vo      ï āǤ ā   ͳͻͻͷ   Ò
± ï   ā Ȃ    Í  Ȃ  
āÍØÒǡāÒǡāāǡǡ
«    Ǥ   ʹͲͲͻ  ʹͲͳͲ  ¡ë 
 ǡ ā  15-«       ǡ  À
v ï«  ïǡ   ï āien predstavuje 20% - tri
z ¡ Ǥïý æ ý ǡ,À Ǥï
āÀāǡï± «±æ
 āÀ   «  Ǥ  Ø ý ý Àǣ 
 ï ǡ  ®  ā ǡ  āÀ 
Ƿ  ǲǤ ®     ïǡ  ǡ   āÀ
Ƿǲǡ«ï od marca roku 2012 «
āÀëǤ
 «ǣ «     ï  ͳ͵ʹͷ  roku 2000 vyzvala
«± æ  g À ǡ  « ææ ï ā
v    À        æ Ǥ æÀ 
À-  ë Àǡ  Ƿā pre
āǲ¡ëý À±«±ǡ«ā
 À  ï ā  æï  ǡ  ææÀ    
postov v ïÀ   v ý   Ǥ ï ï À À    
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ā     Ǥ ā   Í Àï Àāë  
±ā- diplomatky a   ëǡïāëǤ
Eduard Kukan: Í   æ ï ā   ǡ   
Àë Àý ×ǡ  ý  « ǡā
     ë   ± ā æ ā± - ¡ Ø  
 ǡā ǡāïāǡ 
 Ǥ Ø   ā ë ǡ    
ëǡ        ý  æï Àǡ       ý  ǡ
±ï   ±À Ǥ

ZVERE,2 SLOVO
ǤǤ ǡD.ǡ  ý  ý ë
Univerzity Mateja Bela v Banskej Bystrici
  ǡ      æý ®ë «À  Àï
a æÀǡÒ- a Àǡāý ÀÀǤ    ë ®  «ý   À
a ×  āÀ kej republiky, osobitne odboru verejnej a ï
 ǡ  Í À    ï«ë     ǡ
±ÀāʹͲǤý« ā
republiky.
   ā   æ  ǡ   
Ƿ ïǲǡ   ā æëǡ ā  ā   æ
æï ǡ   Í  ïæ   « ý   ,
æÀ ý  Ǥ ï ¡ÍǡÀ
v Ø ØȂ a ÍǡāÀ  æ±
podujatie a ïǤÒïæÀǡā æï  
ā   ā  ïæ Òï  À    ý 
vied a ý ë  ǡā roku
ͳͻͻͷ ý Í  À   À ï   ý 
diplomatov.
 ǡ ± ā ï ǡ
a preto mi nÍëāǡæ« 
 «ý   À  ×  āÀ   æ  - « ā
v  ý  āÀǡ  «  À ǡ   
ýý   ǡ À ý  À « ïÀ ý 
À Ȃ aj v ï  « a ®  À, a to æ 
ïæǡ ako doteraz. /ëǤ
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OPENING ADDRESS
«, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign and European Affairs
of the Slovak Republic
Your Excellences, ladies and gentlemen, dear colleagues, 20 years ago a story started,
which became a success story. The Slovak story was even more specific, because besides
the painful, yet necessary process of transformation and democratisation we had to
simultaneously build our statehood. Not only thanks to the results that we have
achieved, but also thanks to the way in which we have achieved them Ȃ and I mean both
the split of Czechoslovakia and the massive reforms that we have undergone in
essentially all areas of life Ȃ Slovakia is nowadays considered a reliable, trustworthy and
predictable partner. It sounds like a  ±ǡ     tremendous amount of work
behind this statement. Tradition has its importance in each area of human activity and
even more so in the diplomacy. In this respect it is certainly true that 20 years ago we
stood no chance of being compared to traditional diplomacies. Our greatest capital have
always been and continue to be qualified people eager to achieve their goals who have
proved that the voice of a country, its influence and reputation are not automatically
derived from its size or historic age.
We all remember well that the process of formation of foreign service had to tackle
a number of challenges. At the beginning it was the challenge of integrating into one
team career diplomats from the former federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
Czechoslovakia, people from the then Ministry of International Relations of the Slovak
Republic, experts from the academia, economic practice and university graduates.
Another challenge was the building of a professional ministry and the endeavour to
prevent the diplomacy becoming a tool of politics. Fortunately Ȃ and this was not an
intention, but rather something that evolved into a nice tradition Ȃ 15 out of the total of
20 years of its history this Ministry had been headed by a career diplomat, thanks to
which the Ministry of Foreign Affairs could pay attention primarily to the interests of the
state. Ministers endeavoured to maintain the strategic direction of the Slovak Republic
even at times when the domestic political developments and other circumstances were
not favourable for the pursuit of foreign-policy objectives. As they say, each challenge is
an opportunity and the very specific circumstances at the time resulted in a number of
young people assuming very important and responsible positions in Slovak diplomacy
both domestically and abroad. Many of them have grasped this opportunity and today
they continue to be the pillars of Slovak, as well as international diplomacy. Our
accession process to the European Union and the NATO proved to be a major test of our
diplomacy. Then, once we had achieved our integration objectives, a new task was set Ȃ
to manage the transmission from the adaptation approach, during which we adapted to
the existing rules and mechanisms of integration bodies to something that I would call a
formation approach. This means our active participation in the decision-making of the
European Union and the North-Atlantic Alliance and the formation of their agenda. It
also entails using our membership in these organizations to implement our national
interests and to take positions on questions that have not been a focus of our attention
before.
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Ladies and gentlemen, without any false modesty one can say that the Slovak foreign
services ranks among those components of our statehood that are a source of our
national pride. The considerable capacity of the Slovak foreign service is reflected in the
fact that in a relatively short period it has raised a number of highly regarded
professionals who hold significant managing roles in international structures. Names
  ǡ  æǡ  ǡ æ e««ǡ  «  
others have a formidable reputation in international politics and diplomacy. I am glad
that they have accepted our invitation and that despite their busy schedules they will
share with us today their impressions from the 20-year journey that is behind us.
Ladies and gentlemen, what is most important is that the success of Slovakia and the
results of Slovak diplomacy can be appreciated by all citizens of our country. Many of the
things that we have achieved are nowadays considered common and we forget that they
did not use to be commonplace. Let me explain what I meant by the threefold
transformation of Slovakia and its foreign policy. The first one is the transformation
from the candidate to the members of the most inner core of the European Union. Some
20 years ago we used to exchange stamped Czechoslovak banknotes for Deutschmarks,
Schillings and francs that we perceived as the embodiment of prosperity. Today we have
a common currency. Twenty years ago we stood long queues at the border crossing in
Berg, holding in our hands passports with expensive visas, which were our entrance
tickets to the free world. Today we can travel the majority of the world without visas
and within Europe we do not even need passports or any border controls. Twenty years
ago we were dreaming the dream of a unified Europe. Today we help others achieve this
dream and thus complete Europe's unfinished business especially in the Balkans. The
second transformation is one from a consumer to a provider of security. Twenty years
ago we were standing on the remains of the Warsaw Pact and cleaning up after the
departure of Soviet troops. Today thanks to our membership in the Alliance we have the
highest level of security guarantees. We are involved in ten operations under the
command of the United Nations, European Union and the NATO. Even in far corners of
Afghanistan we are significantly helping in the post-war reconstruction. In Cyprus
besides our military presence we also fulfil a supporting role in the resolution of the
Cyprus questions by organizing the bi-community dialogue. I could go on listing further
examples. The third transformation is one from the recipient to the donor of
development aid. Since the inception of the official development aid in Slovakia in 2003
our engagement has increased six-fold in financial terms. We have implemented more
than 400 projects of official development aid and today its volume reaches more than
EUR 60 million annually.
After all this it could appear that we have fulfilled all "major" foreign-policy objectives. It
could appear that we do not have any strategic visions. I would therefore like to present
to you some of them. First, the crisis of the Eurozone has shown us that it is not
sufficient to get into the European Union; the European Union is not the promised land,
it entails daily hard work , it can be sometimes too bureaucratic, it may sometimes be
not very attractive, but it is all the more important. In Slovakia we have to undergo a
change of mindset and realize that the European Union is all of us and not some officials
in the Brussels. European Union also means Slovakia. We are in the core of the European
Union. European Union is key for the prosperity of the Slovak Republic. But the
European Union has a growing number of competitors in global politics and economics.
It is therefore naturally in our interest to have a stronger Europe rather than be afraid of
17
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it or use it as a threat. More Europe is the way forward. We do not have much time for
this change of mindset. In 2016 we will chair the European Union and we will not be up
to this task, if we do not overcome provincial thinking and an inward-looking view of the
world. Second, our GDP growth ranks among the highest in Europe and in 20 years we
have caught up 25% of lagging behind the average of the European Union. However, we
still achieve only 75% of that average. Our economy cannot rely on a small number of
large corporations. We cannot be forever the assembly shop of Europe; we cannot have
each third young person unemployed. We need strong small and medium enterprises
that create the largest number of jobs. We need to interconnect education with the
business sector; we need investment with added value, new Technologies, innovation
and cooperation of our universities with foreign ones. That is the core of the new
economic diplomacy that we are striving to introduce. Third, the North-Atlantic Alliance
is and will remain the basic pillar of our security; however our budget for security is
constantly decreasing. All for one and one for all is the principle that is also valid in the
21st century, however that principle of not enough any longer. It is not sufficient to have
common defence. We need interconnected and integrated defence. That is why we refer
to smart defence. That is why we talk about pooling & sharing and build the Visegrad
Four battle group and that is why we are considering the idea of joint defence of the
airspace for the whole of Central Europe. Fourth, border to the west are open, but the
ones to the east are even more guarded. I mean the Schengen border. That is why we
will spare no effort to help our eastern neighbours to gradually come closer to us in
terms of values, law, economy, general mindset and the vision of the world and of the
society. Fifth, last but not least, another challenge that we face in the new competences
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs be it in the field of economic diplomacy, the
presentation of the Slovak Republic abroad, the agenda of expatriates and human rights
and in the coordination of EU policies. All this helps us to attain in the practice another
long-term vision of our Ministry Ȃ that of a unified implementation of the foreign policy
of the Slovak Republic.
Besides these challenges we should not forget the so to speak standard, but nevertheless
still important agenda of our Ministry, which includes consular services, helping Slovak
citizens abroad and protecting them. It is an area that will be among the top priorities of
our Ministry and during my term of office as the Minister I want the motto of our work
ǲǡ ǳǤǡ
we cannot be everywhere and we cannot do miracles. However, we want to be as close
to the people as possible, continuously increase the standards of our services while
using modern technology, improving communication, visibility and accessibility of our
Ministry for the citizens.
Ladies and gentlemen, when I look back the past 20 years I feel that I have been a
witness of a success story of my country. That success story is down to the combination
of excellent domestic effort, reliable regional cooperation and generous help by our
friends from the Euro-Atlantic community. I am glad that our success also bears the
stamp of our diplomacy. Our guests and many others are the successful descendants of
eǡ āǡýǤ
is not over. We live in fascinating dynamic times that are full of new challenges.
Compared with the situation from two decades ago Slovakia and its foreign service are
in a completely different situation. We are an integral part of a strong community of
good and respected friends. It is our strategic goal to utilize that experience and take
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advantage of the opportunities that arise from our membership in the European Union,
the NATO and other international organizations. Against the backdrop of globalisation,
geopolitical changes, current challenges of all kinds and the objective potential of our
country it is clear that we are able to effectively pursue our interests only through the
strengthening of the Euro-Atlantic community at the global level. This is the path on
which our success story will continue.
Ladies and gentlemen, in conclusion of my opening address I would like to thank the
Faculty of Political Science and International Affairs of Matej Bel University for the
organization of today's conference. I thank you for your attention and look forward to a
lively discussion.
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MODERN DIPLOMACY: 20 YEARS OF SERVICE FOR SLOVAKIA
(DISCUSSION TRANSCRIPT)
MAIN PARTICIPANTS:
«
High Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina and European Union Special
Representative for Bosnia and Herzegovina (2007 Ȃ 2009), Managing Director for
Europe and Central Asia of the European Union's External Action Service (2010 Ȃ 2012),
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign and European Affairs of the Slovak
Republic (currently)
æ
Secretary General of the OSCE (1999 Ȃ 2005), Special Envoy of the Secretary General of
the UN for Afghanistan, Special Representative and Head of the United Nations
Assistance Mission in Afghanistan Ȃ UNAMA (currently).
Eduard Kukan
Special Envoy of the UN Secretary General for the Balkans (1999 Ȃ 2000), UN Chairman
of the Committee for Social, Humanitarian, and Cultural Affairs of the 48th General
Assembly of the UN (1994), Member of the European Parliament (currently)
Peter Tomka
President of the International Court of Justice of the UN
æe««
Vice-President of the European Commission and current European Commissioner for
Inter-Institutional Relations and Administration
 «
Deputy Secretary General of the UN, Special Representative of the Secretary General of
the UN, Head United Nations Regional Center for Preventive Diplomacy for Central Asia,
UNRCCA.
DISCUSSION CHAIR:
Peter Stano
Spokesman of the EU Commissioner for Enlargement and Neighbourhood Policy

What is your recollection of the first hours of existence of an independent Slovak
Republic Ȃ 1 January 1993 Ȃ where and how did you spend them as a diplomat?
Eduard Kukan: At that time I was at the Permanent Mission to the UN in New York and
I recollect that day with happy nostalgia, because I spent the first hours of the
independent Slovak Republic at a joint party of Czechs and Slovaks working at the joint
Ǥ «Àǡ am that all
ambassadors should remain in their positions and make sure that the division of
embassies [between Czech and Slovak diplomatic services] ran smoothly. Thus, we
sacrificed spending the Christmas with our families and stayed in New York where we
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were parting with our Czech colleagues. In the New Year we already went to work in the
separate building of the Embassy of the Slovak Republic. In this context I cannot forget
a memorable moment when we were raising the Slovak flag at the United Nations in
           Òā   
          ÀǤ    beautiful moment,
though also a dramatic one given the heated discussions at that time about the use of
former federal symbols. We knew that a numerous community of Slovak expatriates
lived in New York and we were slightly worried when our Czech friends were raising
their flag (the former Czechoslovak federal flag) lest there should be any incidents.
However, in the end the whole ceremony ran in a very smooth and cultivated manner.
æǣ In my case the memories are slightly different, because until the end of 1992
I worked at the Federal Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Prague and since 1 January 1993 I
took up the post of the head of the Permanent Mission of the Slovak Republic in United
Nations in Geneva. We were also raising the flag, however at that time we were already
at the Permanent Mission of the Slovak Republic at international organizations in
Geneva, i.e. in our own building. Thus, for me the raising of the flag was a culmination of
the great endeavour of the federal ministry of foreign affairs, with my participation,
which had to deal with a large number of questions that arose in the context of the
division of the Czechoslovak Federation into two equal successor states. We had to deal
particularly with the issues of succession of the newly formed states into international
treaties and succession in international organizations. For example, at the OSCE the
resolution on the accession of two newly created states. Slovakia and Czech Republic Ȃ
had been adopted already in December 1992. Furthermore we had to overcome
numerous obstacles Ȃ for example, Slovakia initially did not enjoy a very good
repuǡ         ǲǳ      
Federative Republic, but rather to the splitting of the nationalist Slovakia from the
democratic Czech Republic. Another issue was the agenda of bilateral relations that had
to be dealt with urgently, including the relationship with Hungary, where there was an
 «ÀǤǡ
Slovak Republic and the said raising of the flag was therefore a certain feeling of
satisfaction for me and at the same time a part of a continuous process of transformation
from one status to another. And today I can say that the process was completed
successfully, since the diplomatic service of the Slovak Republic is nowadays a wellestablished institution.
Peter Tomka: In the last days of the Czechoslovak Federation I was the legal advisor at
the Czechoslovak Permanent Mission at the UN in New York, together with Eduard
Kukan. We were filing the applications of two successor states, Czech Republic and
Slovak Republic, to the UN, together with declarations by both states, signed by the then
Prime Ministers, on the adoption of obligations under the UN Charter. On the first
business day at the Permanent Mission of the Slovak Republic at the UN I received
instructions from Bratislava that on 11 January I was to report to the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, as I was charged with leading the negotiations with Hungary regarding the
«ÀǤͳͻ ͳͻͻ͵ǡ sing the Slovak flag
at the United Nations in New York, I was already sitting in Brussels and negotiating with
the representatives of the European Commission and the then Hungarian Deputy
   «À-Nagymaros waterworks.
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            ǲ ǳ
function Ȃ as the head of delegation of the Slovak Republic, but also as the head of the
legal experts group that was to prepare an agreement on the submission of the dispute
to the International Court of Justice of the United Nations. At the end of February, when I
 ǡ Òā 
New York.
æe««ǣ At the time when the Slovak Republic came into being I was in Canada
at the diplomatic mission of Czechoslovakia and then the Slovak Republic in Ottawa.
When the definitive decision about the splitting of Czechoslovakia was made, I was sent
to the Czechoslovak Embassy in Zimbabwe in Africa. We all had received a telegram
  ǲFor which country do you wish to work
after 1 January 1993? Slovak Republic, Czech Republic Ȃ please mark with a crossǳǤ 
course of next weeks we received instructions as to our next place of mission. In my case
it was Canada, thus me and my family had to pack our belongings and move across the
globe Ȃ ͶͲι ͶͲιǥ
Czechoslovak Embassy in Ottawa was assigned to the Slovak Republic and in this
context I remember how Slovak and Czech diplomats were playing pranks on each other,
        Ǥ       ǲǳ 
and we resumed very good-spirited cooperation with our Czech colleagues.
 «ǣ At the time of creation of the Slovak Republic I was at my first mission
at the Czechoslovak Embassy in Mexico. We had excellent relationship with the Czech
diplomats and spent the Christmas and New Year celebrations together, although the
latter got slightly nostalgic in the early morning hours. On 1 January 1993 we moved
into the building of the Slovak diplomatic mission, which used to belong to the Trade
Department of the Czechoslovak Embassy. In order to replace the diplomats who
transferred to the Slovak Embassy, the Czech Ministry of Foreign Affairs sent our two
new diplomats from Prague who would often call us in their first days asking us for
directions in their own building, as they had to find their way around. Nevertheless, it
was a funny situation when Slovak diplomats were explaining to their Czech colleagues
how to find their way in their own building of the Czech diplomatic mission. Overall, I
thought that the possibility to work at that time at the Embassy of the newly created
Slovak Republic was a great challenge and opportunity. In Mexico, but also in many
other countries, Czechoslovakia was often known under abbreviated versions of the
ǲ -ǲ ǲ ǳǤ
had to exert considerable effort explaining what is and what is not our country, what
people live in it and what we want to achieve. From such modest beginnings the modern
Slovak diplomacy worked its way up to the current internationally recognized level,
which we can boldly call an outstanding success.
«: The division of Czechoslovakia caught me at the Embassy in Moscow.
The Czechoslovak diplomatic mission had a lot of property there, thus we were kept
busy by its division. We had to take care of many practical things, for example we had a
front shield made for the building of the Slovak Embassy and the new flag. On 31
December 1992 I drove to the airport to pick up the tape with the recording of the
Slovak national anthem which was sent to us from Bratislava via a pilot. All of us Ȃ the
new Slovak diplomats Ȃ spent the night together and then at 2.00 a.m. of Moscow time
we went outside of the building, sang the Slovak national anthem and unveiled the
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shield wi    ǲ     ǳǤ   
contrasted with the approach of our Czech colleagues whose only measure was that they
ǲ   ǳ
in three la ǲ ǳǤ
How would you characterize the Slovak diplomacy nowadays? Is it a wellestablished and mature institution or is it still forming? What is the greatest
challenge for the Slovak diplomacy nowadays?
æ e««ǣ The fact that the Slovak diplomacy is well-established and mature is
reflected by us being able to take on new responsibilities. For example, recently we
participated in the saving and strengthening of the Eurozone; we have also been taking
on our share of the global responsibility both by provision of development aid and by
providing support to the Balkan countries.
 æǣ With regards to the technical aspects the Slovak diplomatic service is
undoubtedly well-established and mature. However, in my opinion the maturity of
diplomacy is also a reflection of the overall maturity of the state and its population Ȃ
these two things go hand in hand. I therefore think that when we discuss the maturity of
Slovak diplomacy, in a broader context we should think about the functioning of the
state as a whole.
 «ǣ The main challenge for Slovak diplomatic service today is to bring
itself closer to the people and make sure that our diplomatic service reflects everything
that our citizens and businesses genuinely need. It is vital for each member of the
diplomatic corps to perceive this.
Eduard Kukan: Our diplomatic service is an equal partner of all others. As to the
greatest challenge, I believe that it must adapt to a dynamically changing environment
both globally and in the European Union and at the same time be able to predict new
trends in international relations.
Peter Tomka: Slovak diplomacy is doubtlessly experienced, professional and this fact is
manifested both at international universal organizations, such as the United Nations, as
well as in the European Union. The main challenge facing the Slovak diplomatic service
is to be able to effectively fulfil three main tasks: pursue the interests of the Slovak
Republic (especially the economic ones) abroad, present Slovak Republic in such a way
that it is perceived as a reliable partner in the diplomatic and international community
and to provide help to Slovak citizens abroad when they need it.
 «ǣ In a sense the Slovak diplomatic service had already existed prior to 1
January 1993, because Slovakia had diplomats also before and many of them were
rather successful ones who made their imprint into the history of Czechoslovak or
international diplomacy. Consequently, at the time when the Slovak Republic was
      ǲǳ     ǡ   
fundaments for the development of autonomous Slovak diplomatic service. The
continuity of the past 20 years has played a crucial role in this process and enabled the
success and dynamics of the formation of the diplomatic service. As for the challenges
with which the Slovak diplomacy is confronted, one of the most important ones is the
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ability of our diplomacy to work pre-emptively, rather than merely responding to the
existing situation.
What the greatest mistakes or failures of the Slovak diplomacy in the first years of
its existence?
Eduard Kukan: Of course, we had to learn our lessons in the first years and we had to
deal with a number of technical issues, without which a diplomatic service cannot
function properly. In this process there had been some shortcomings. However, it was
certainly not something dramatic and, very importantly, no strategic professional
mistakes have been committed.
 «ǣ In the first years of the existence of the Slovak Republic the
functioning of the Slovak diplomacy was markedly complicated by the then government
policy and Slovak diplomats often had to compensate for or cover up the strategic
mistakes committed by the political echelons. If politicians take bad foreign-policy
decisions, even the most experienced diplomatic service would find it difficult to
function properly.
æǣ Diplomacy is a reflection of what development is taking place domestically in
the state. For example the 1990s were critical, because domestic policy had caused a
number of situations that the diplomacy has to deal with and not all situations could
have been solved. However, such problems were caused by the domestic political
development rather than a lack of diplomatic service as such.
Peter Tomka: The first five or six years of functioning of the Slovak diplomacy had been
exceptionally difficult, which was to a large extent caused by the domestic political
situation, particularly by the strained relationship between the then president and the
Prime Minister. This in many cases undermined the endeavour of our diplomacy in
relation to international organizations. For example in 1997 when we had the
opportunity to present a candidate for the chairman of the General Assembly of the
United Nations, in the end nobody was nominated due to internal political disagreement;
ǡ ǯ 
or Ȃ if such nomination was approved in the last moment Ȃ in a couple of weeks that
person resigned from their ministerial office.
 «ǣ The Slovak diplomacy and Slovak diplomats could certainly have done
more and better use their potential, if they did not have to spend so much time
explaining various positions that were caused by political statements. Of course, in other
countries politicians also take political decisions that then turn out to be conflicting and
incorrect. They are a part of the political dynamics and their explanation is a part and
     ǯ Ǥ            
situations. It is essential that the potential of the Slovak diplomacy be used efficiently.
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What is the strongest aspect of the Slovak diplomacy? Where is the greatest
potential of the Slovak diplomacy?
«ǣ The greatest comparative advantage of the Slovak diplomatic service
is the fact that it has experience with being both outside of the European Union and
ǡǤǤǲ ǳ
world outside of it. Thanks to such experience we can better understand the situation of
countries outside of the European Union, their specific way of thinking, which gives us a
competitive edge compared to other diplomatic services in the world, including the truly
well-established ones. Thanks to that we have an appreciable advantage for example in
communication with states in the Balkans or in the Eastern Europe. Another
comparative advantage of the Slovak diplomatic service is the fact that it is not too large
and therefore sufficiently flexible; also the communication inside the service is lively and
dynamic and not bogged down by useless bureaucratic procedures.
Eduard Kukan: I believe that the advantage of Slovak diplomacy is that it can mobilise
its resources at times of crisis. This has manifested itself for example when we started
accession talks with the European Union two years later than our neighbours, yet we
managed to catch up those two years. It must be said that this happened also thanks to
the outstanding cooperation of diplomacy with other institutions in the state Ȃ for
example the parliament has to be constantly in session, because it was necessary to
adopt a high number of laws to bring us in line with the EU legislation. As a result, the
European Commission evaluated accession talks with Slovakia as a success story.
How do you view the role of the parliamentary diplomacy and the importance of
parliaments in the process of implementation of the foreign policy of a state?
æe««ǣ Nowadays the functioning of each state in the European Union requires
a completely new quality which translated into very close and intensive cooperation.
This of course raises the questions of democratic legitimacy of the adopted decisions or
the democratic deficit of the decision-making procedures in the EU. For this reason it is
vital for the diplomats to engage in intensive communication with national parliaments
and to involve them in processes that are ongoing at the European Union level. It is
namely essential to prevent the perception that decisions at the EU level are adopted as
a unilateral step of the EU institutions and that somebody is trying to force us into
something. Intensive cooperation not only with the members of national parliaments,
but also with the members of the European Parliament is becoming a crucial component.
At the same time I believe that each political party should have high-quality experts on
the European Union, so that the members of the parliament can participate in the
discussion on European Union policies not only at the level of parliaments, but also
along partisan lines.
 æǣ There is no doubt that the existence of domestic-policy consensus on a
foreign-policy issue significantly aids the diplomacy, because the latter can adopt a much
more sovereign attitude when advocating the interests of the state externally. And it is
exactly here that the parliaments play an important role, because the domestic-policy
consensus can be clearly demonstrated in their activities, for example by an
unambiguous vote on a certain principal question. On the other hand, it should be said
that discussions on some of the crucial foreign-policy issues are sometimes overly
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superficial and political, which can send a negative signal abroad and at the end of the
day have a counter-productive effect on the efforts by diplomats.
«ǣ Parliamentary diplomacy is a tool that we should definitely use more,
even though it is currently underestimated. One of the preconditions of effective
functioning of the parliamentary diplomacy is the appointment of positions in
parliamentary assemblies by experienced politicians, former Prime Ministers, ministers
or career diplomats who have the necessary know-how on the functioning of the state,
as well as of its interests and who will not bring into these institutions useless political
or partisan disputes. It is necessary to have people who will be able to lead qualified
discussions in these forums and at the same time safeguard our national interests. The
advantage of parliamentary diplomacy is the fact that parliamentarians can afford to say
things that a diplomat or a member of the executive often cannot, whereby they open
new venue of communication for the state.
Eduard Kukan: We should definitely involve a larger number of experienced politicians
and diplomats into parliamentary diplomacy, because practical experience shows that in
parliamentary assemblies, but also in international organizations, where such people
are known, they enjoy considerable respect and can thus effectively contribute to the
advocacy of state interests. Parliamentary assemblies should definitely not be a
depository of old politicians and diplomats; instead, their potential should be fully
harnessed.
Peter Tomka: Parliamentary diplomacy is doubtlessly an important tool, however, its
quality will always depend on the quality of the members of parliament and that is in
turn determined by political parties in the election system, because they control whom
they nominate to which positions.
How do you view the future perspectives of Slovak diplomacy, including in the
context of existence of the European External Action Service?
æe««ǣ With regards to the actual European External Action Service, this is still
being formed and it will take some time until it will be able to find its stable place,
including its relation to the national diplomatic services of Member States who still do
ǲǳǤ
the European External Action Service is currently confronted with certain sensitivity of
nation states, for which diplomacy and foreign policy have traditionally ranked as
cornerstones of sovereignty. Ministers of foreign affairs of Member States whose
diplomats leave to take up a position with the European External Action Service also
harbour mixed feelings, because on the one hand they are glad when their diplomats are
accepted into such to-level positions, but on the other hand they feel sorry that those
people will work for the European Union as a whole and they will be missed in the
national diplomatic service. Such feelings are much stronger in the diplomatic services
of smaller member states where the departure of a number of experienced diplomats
can markedly reduce the capacities of that service. This is currently also a challenge for
the Slovak diplomacy, which ranks among the smaller ones within the EU. In this respect
one of the solutions could be setting up a regular cycle in which Slovak diplomats would
be sent to the diplomatic service of the European Union, but at the same time creating
conditions that will encourage these diplomats to come back to the national diplomatic
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service after some time. This way the national diplomacies and the European External
Action Service would mutually enrich each other.
æǣ With regards to the functioning of the European External Action Service and
its future development it is very important from the point of view of Slovak diplomacy,
as well as other state institutions that there are certain limits, within which the
European Union diplomacy may operate. The bottom line is that the European External
Action Service must pursue in the practice those aims and priorities that are in the
interest of all member states. Each bureaucratic structure, including the European
External Action Service, has a tendency of expanding its scope of action and act beyond
its original mandate, whereby such actions might not be in line with the positions and
requirements of the individual member states. I would also like to add that I view the
European External Action Service as a supplement to the national diplomatic services,
for which there will still be plenty of work in the future.
 «ǣ With regards to the European External Action Service, one of the
important advantages of this project is the fact that thanks to it we will have the
possibility to be represented in countries and regions where we otherwise count not
afford to have a national representation, mostly due to financial reasons. In the future
we may arrive at a stage where we will exchange political intelligence and other
information with the European External Action Service and national diplomatic services
of other member states, which would mean better access of our diplomatic service to
certain information. Given the key significance of future cooperation with the European
External Action Service it is imperative that Slovak diplomats have an opportunity to go
work in Brussels where they can understand how the European structures work. At the
ǲǳ  
to induce Slovak diplomats to return to their national service and enrich it by their
newly acquired knowledge and experience. This is also important to strengthen the
feeling that we are also a part of the European diplomacy and at the same time for the
European diplomacy to realize that it is also accountable to member states, not only to
the structures in the Brussels.
Eduard Kukan: When approving the European External Action Service in the European
Parliament we were emphasizing the requirement that certain safeguards should be
adopted that would guarantee that national diplomatic services will have sufficient
representation in it. Member states will only consider the European External Action
Service as theirs if they will have their own people in it. Unfortunately, this requirement
has not been adopted, because the majority agreed with our colleagues from the
Western European member states who proposed that the best and most capable ones
should be selected. The problem is that this is a very subjective criterion, as it is not
ǲǳǲ ǳǤǡ
Parliament will discuss this issue in the future, therefore there is a realistic chance of
influencing this.
 «ǣ It is crucial to secure that the European External Action Service be
genuinely legitimate from the point of view of member states. If it will try to dominate
  ǡǲǳǤ
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How do you view the status of women in the current diplomatic service and their
representation in the diplomatic institutions?
æ e««ǣ In the European Commission more than one quarter of Director
General positions is taken up by women and the overall number of women in the
European Commission is in fact higher than that of men. This is partially due to the
traditions, but also thanks to conditions that have been created to enable women to
work in these positions without restrictions. They include, for example, a guarantee of a
job after maternity leave, assistance in the arrangement of pre-school childcare facilities
and many other things that help women combine their maternal duties with the
performance of demanding professional tasks. The creation of such conditions is not
always simple, yet it is very important. After all, from a practical point of view, a
diplomatic delegation leaves a much more balanced impression if women are also
represented in it. In this respect I remember the words of the former EU Commissioner,
Ms ò who recommended that next time that we come to negotiate the financial
    ǲ     ǳǡ        
delegation from a not very democratic country.
æǣ It is true that in the diplomacy there are certain positions where it is always
Ǥ ǲǳ
attitude to women is given due to the specific cultural environment and potentially also
due to religion. Such states also include Afghanistan. Having said that, interestingly
enough, we currently have quite a number of women on a mission there; in fact, some of
them are in managing positions. With regards to the Slovak foreign policy, it is true that
there is some imbalance between men and women, especially if you consider the fact
that during those twenty years of Slovak diplomacy one once had the Ministry been
headed by a woman. However, this situation is rather the result of political will (or lack
of will) of political parties, whose mechanisms decide on nominations for these posts.
Nevertheless, overall, women have a decent representation of female diplomats,
including managing positions. For example, during my term as the minister of foreign
affairs, there have been two female deputy ministries appointed. I believe that in the
future the representation of women in the Slovak diplomacy could be even higher Ȃ
which would be positively buttressed by discussing the question of representation of
women in the European External Action Service.
«: The most important thing is to remove all barriers Ȃ both the written
ones and the invisible ones, so that women can genuinely pursue their careers in
accordance with their qualities. In any case, I do not think that a system of quota would
be the appropriate solution, even though I do realize that such proposals exist.
Peter Tomka: The International Court of Justice, which had been in operation for 67
years did not have a single female judge in its ranks in the first 50 years. As late as in
1995 a woman had been elected as a judge of the International Court of Justice. She
came from the Great Britain and she always took great care to emphasize that she had
been appointed to that post not because she is a woman, but because of what she
achieved in international public law. Between 2009 and 2010 we again had a situation
where there was not a single female judge, but for example at the moment I am the
President of a court where women have a 20% representation Ȃ three judges out of
fifteen. They are from the USA, China and Uganda. The representation of women will
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always depend on whom national groups nominate and whom the member states elect
in the General Assembly and the Security Council of the UN. And my modest contribution
in this sphere is as follows: traditionally, at the International Court of Justice, even if a
  ǡ  ǲ  ǳ      Ǥ  
   ǲǳ
be used, which was approved and since March 2012 it has been in use.
 «ǣ In its Resolution No. 1325 of 2000 the Security Council of the UN
appealed on the member states and the Secretary General to ensure wider
representation of women in managing positions in conflict prevention and conflict
resolution. The current Secretary General Pan Ki-mun wants to set an example in this
 ǲǳ
priorities for his second term in office, which has already been reflected in significant
growth of women representation in UN structures, including the highest management
positions in the UN and the peace-keeping missions. I have also perceived this clear
trend in my daily work in Central Asia. I consider it a very interesting opportunity also
for Slovak female diplomats and I would like to encourage them to try to use it.
Eduard Kukan: With regards to improving the representation of women in diplomacy,
we should definitely not opt for any quotas, even though they are widely discussed
today, because their introduction could be an insult for the women themselves,
especially due to the awareness or a feeling that they were appointed into a position
purely because they are women and not on grounds of their abilities. A much better way
would be to create conditions for women to be able to pursue their career, not only in
diplomatic institutions, but also in political parties that decide on some personal
nomination for some of the positions.
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CONCLUDING ADDRESS
ǤǤ ǡǤ, Dean of the Faculty of Political Science and International
 
Ladies and gentlemen, first of all I would like to thank our speakers for an interesting
and inspiring discussion, which for me personally Ȃ but I believe that for other guests
too Ȃ was very enriching. I would equally like to thank the Ministry of Foreign and
European Affairs of the Slovak Republic, especially to the Department of Public and
Cultural Diplomacy, for their very active cooperation and assistance in the organization
of this event, which we have organized at the 20th anniversary of the creation of
diplomatic service in the Slovak Republic.
The Slovak diplomatic service was created more than tǲ  ǳ
to speak. However, nowadays we can state that it has evolved into a well-established
and respected institution that participates in the successful implementation of the
foreign-policy interests of the Slovak Republic, but also in the settlement of conflicts
worldwide. This is mostly the merit of people who work in it Ȃ and I am very pleased
that many of them have accepted our invitation and are today here with us. I am also
honestly glad that many graduates of the Faculty of Political Science and International
         have had a long-term successful
track record of being accepted into the various structures of the diplomatic service of
the Slovak Republic. Indeed, our faculty has since its establishment in 1995 played a
significant role in the education and training of future Slovak diplomats.
Ladies and gentlemen, the interconnection of the academia with the practice has always
been mutually beneficial and therefore I would like to conclude by expressing my wish
that the long-term successful cooperation between the Ministry of Foreign and
European Affairs of the Slovak Republic and our Faculty Ȃ whether in the form of
student internships, lectures by experts from the ministry, cooperation on research
projects or the organization of specialized excursions and events such as this one Ȃ will
continue in the future and further develop at least so successfully as it has done so far.
Thank you for your attention.
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19. januára 1993 bola Slovenská republika prijatá za 180. člena Organizácie Spojených
národov. Podpredseda vlády a minister zahraničných vecí Slovenskej republiky Milan
Kňažko spolu s veľvyslancom – stálym predstaviteľom Slovenskej republiky pri OSN
Eduardom Kukanom upevňujú na mieste vyhradenom slovenskej delegácii menovku
nového členského štátu.
On 19 January 1993, the Slovak Republic was admitted to the United Nations as the 180
member state. The Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak
Republic, Milan Kňažko, together with the ambassador – permanent UN representative
of the Slovak Republic, Eduard Kukan, attaching the new member state sign in the place
reserved for the Slovak delegation.
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TASR/AP Greg Gibson

Minister zahraničných vecí Slovenskej republiky Eduard Kukan na stretnutí
s ministerkou zahraničných vecí Spojených štátov amerických Madleine
Albrightovou v budove Štátneho departmentu, Washington, 19. mája 1999.
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak Republic, Eduard Kukan, at the meeting with
the Minister of Foreign Affairs of the United States of America, Madeleine Albright,
at the State Department, Washington, 19 May 1999.
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Minister zahraničných vecí Slovenskej republiky Ján Kubiš počas zasadnutia
Rady Európy pri príležitosti prevzatia predsedníctva Slovenskej republiky
vo Výbore ministrov Rady Európy, Štrasburg, 12. novembra 2007.
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak Republic, Ján Kubiš, during the session
of the Council of Europe on taking over the Presidency of the Council of Europe’s
(CoE) Committee of Ministers, Strasbourg, 12 November 2007.

Minister zahraničných vecí Slovenskej republiky Eduard
Kukan počas rozpravy 57. zasadnutia Valného zhromaždenia
OSN, New York, 19. septembra 2002.
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Slovak Republic, Eduard
Kukan, during the 57th Session of the UN General Assembly,
New York, 19 September 2002.
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Miroslav Lajčák ako vysoký predstaviteľ medzinárodného spoločenstva
a osobitný predstaviteľ Európskej únie v Bosne a Hercegovine počas
rokovania Bezpečnostnej rady OSN, New York, 5. december 2008
Miroslav Lajčák, the High Representative of international community and
EU Special Representative in Bosnia and Herzegovina, during the discussion
of the UN Security Council, New York, 5 December 2008.
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Námestník generálneho tajomníka OSN a riaditeľ Regionálneho strediska OSN
pre preventívnu diplomaciu v Strednej Ázii (UNRCCA) Miroslav Jenča sa zdraví
s generálnym tajomníkom OSN Pan Ki-munom pri príležitosti jeho návštevy
v centrále strediska v Turkmenistane, Ašchabad, 2. apríla 2010.
Deputy UN Secretary General and Director of the United Nations Regional Centre
for Preventive Diplomacy for Central Asia (UNRCCA), Miroslav Jenča, greeting
UN Secretary General Ban Ki-moon during his visit to the HQ in Turkmenistan,
Ashgabat, 2 April 2010.
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Slovenský podpredseda Európskej komisie pre medziinštitucionálne vzťahy
a administratívu Maroš Šefčovič, Brusel, 22. novembra 2010.
The Slovak Vice-President of the European Commission Responsible for Inter-Institutional
Relations and Administration, Maroš Šefčovič, Brussels, 22 November 2010.
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Miroslav Lajčák vo funkcii výkonného riaditeľa pre Európu a Strednú Áziu Európskej
služby pre vonkajšiu činnosť sa zdraví s albánskym prezidentom Bamirom Topim,
Tirana, 26. januára 2011.
Miroslav Lajčák, as executive director for Europe and Central Asia of the European
External Action Service, greets Albanian President Bamir Topi, Tirana, 26 January 2011.
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Ján Kubiš v pozícii osobitného predstaviteľa generálneho tajomníka OSN
v Afganistane a riaditeľa Pomocnej misie OSN v Afganistane na tlačovej
konferencii o situácii v krajine, Kábul, 25. januára 2012.
UN Secretary General Special Representative and Head of the United Nations
Assistance Mission in Afghanistan, Ján Kubiš, during the press conference on
the situation in the country, Kabul, 25 January 2012.

Predseda Medzinárodného súdneho dvora Organizácie Spojených národov
v Haagu Peter Tomka pri pojednávaní MSD OSN, Haag, 20. júla 2012.
President of the International Court of Justice of the United Nations Organization
in The Hague, Peter Tomka, 20 July 2012.
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Celkový pohľad na zasadnutie Medzinárodného súdneho dvora Organizácie
Spojených národov v Haagu pod vedením jeho predsedu Petra Tomku.
A session of the International Court of Justice of the United Nations Organization
in The Hague headed by its President Peter Tomka.
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